O8660 OUT OF REACH (USA/POLAND, 2004)
(Other titles: The rescue)

Credits: director, Po-Chih Leong; writers, Trevor Miller, James Townsend.
Cast: Steven Seagal, Ida Nowakowska, Agnieszka Wagner, Matt Schulze.
Summary: Action/adventure set in contemporary Alaska, Poland and elsewhere in Eastern Europe. Vietnam veteran Billy Ray Lansing (Seagal), is a former NSA agent who now works on a wildlife refuge in Alaska. He has been exchanging letters in a pen-pal relationship with Irina Moraskawa (Nowakowska), a 13-year-old orphan girl in Poland that he is helping financially. When the letters stop coming, Billy Ray goes to Poland to find out why. He discovers that the orphanage where Irina had been living is a cover for a sex-trafficking network run by a man named Faisal (Schulze). But Billy has taught Irina how to use secret codes in her letters and that helps him and local policewoman Kasia Lato (Wagner) stay on Faisal’s trail to rescue Irina and the other girls and bring down Faisal’s network. A direct-to-video film released in July 2004 and sold to the USA cable network in Sept. 2005. Scheduled to air for the first time on the Spike TV cable network on July 4, 2006.

No known reviews. Information from the Internet Movie Database.
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